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Abstract 
 
This third enigma is standing in relation to enigmas 1 & 2, given in our previous 
two communications. It is relating to total number of atoms (239) in side chains 
of 23 protein amino acids, within standard genetic code. By this three amino 
acids (L, S, R) are included twice each. 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTORY NOTE 
 
 
It is known that the balances of atom number and/or nucleon number 
in amino acid molecules (within genetic code) are determined by the 
differences for 00, 01, 10 and/or 11, writing in decimal numbering 
system [see about that in our works; for example, References in Note 
1 (version 2) in our site (www.rakocevcode.rs)]. 
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THE PROBLEM 
 
1. Find a new arithmetical algorithm for a connection between 10 and 
11 (Table 1), such an arrangement which corresponds to an adequate 
amino acid arrangement (Table 2). 
 
2. The problem (question) is: which chemical law (which regularity) 
dictates the arrangement, given in Table 2.  
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Table 1 (1).  From a start of 10-11 follows a specific arithmetical arrangement, 
which 6th event is a zeroth one at the same time.  
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Table 1 (2).  All quantities, appeared in sixth event, one can find in a specific 
amino acid arrangement (Table 2). 
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Table 2. A specific amino acid arrangement, correspondent with a specific 
arithmetical algorithm, given in Table 1, and related to other harmonic structures 
of the genetic code (Rakočević, 1998, 2004). 
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

All my work on the genetic code, published here in viXra, contain a common law - the analogy 

with quantum physics, the "packaging" of energy in the atom and / or filling out the orbitals by 

electrons. I will give here only two examples. In Note 2, in Figure 1, shown is the filling of 

decimal positions in the decimal numeral system (doublets 079/179 and 025/125), with the 

change of the unit, in one of the positions, analog to the filling of atomic orbitals with one by one 

of electrons. Another example is an analogy with the quantum of energy in the atom; there are 

quanta of energy, and here a "quantity" of number of molecules, atoms, nucleons, or other 

particles. Thus, the quantum of "79" is found again, and twice, in Table 2 of the paper "On the 

completeness of genetic code", Part IV. (The first case is: amino acids encoded with four or three 

codons: LVSPTAGR + I = 79 atoms; and for the second case we refer the reader to view directly 

in the said Table.) However, we also find the quantum of "125" ["On the completeness of genetic 

code", Part V, Table 2. (The first case: the amino acids encoded by the two or one codons: 

FYHQNKDEC + MW = 125 atoms; and for the second case we also refer the reader to directly 

view in the said Table).] 
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